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GiantClient: Video HotSpot for Multi-User
Streaming
Anis Elgabli, Muhamad Felemban, and Vaneet Aggarwal

Abstract—In this paper, we propose a cooperative multi-user
video streaming system, termed GiantClient, for videos encoded
using Scalable Video Coding (SVC). The proposed system allows
a group of users to watch a video on a single screen. The users,
who may have different data plans from different carriers or
different levels of energy, can collaborate to fetch the SVCencoded video at high quality and avoid running into rebuffering. Using SVC, each layer of every chunk of the video
can be fetched by only one of the cooperating users. Therefore,
we formulate the streaming problem that obtains the quality
and the fetching policy decisions as an optimization problem.
The objective is to optimize a novel QoE metric that maintains
a tradeoff between maximizing the quality of every chunk and
ensuring fairness among all video chunks for the minimum rebuffering time. The problem is constrained with the available
bandwidth, the chunks deadlines, and the imposed maximum
contribution constraints by users. Moreover, we propose a lowcomplexity algorithm to solve the proposed optimization problem.
A real implementation of the system with real SVC-encoded
videos and real bandwidth traces reveal the robustness and
performance of the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Example to illustrate cooperative video streaming with maximum
contributions specified by users.

The development of smart phones and the wide availability
of multimedia content providers, e.g., YouTube, Netflix, and
Amazon, have led to the increase in the popularity of video
streaming services. Video streaming content accounts for
around 50% of total mobile data traffic and the number is
expected to grow to 75% of the total data traffic by 2022 [2].
Yet, video streaming users might still experience low QualityOf-Experience (QoE), e.g., choppy videos and play-back stalls,
because of limited data rates due to congestion or poor
network coverage [3]. An effective approach for addressing
the challenges of limited data rate is cooperation technology,
which allows users to use the available resources collectively
in order to improve the combined data rate [4]. In this paper,
we propose a cooperative multi-user video streaming system
that allows to stream videos with high QoE on a single screen.

and use their mobile phones that may have data plans from
different carriers with different data plan limits, and have
different levels of available energy in order to stream the video.
Each user can specify the level that she is willing to participate
through the entire duration of the video. We refer to this level
as the user’s maximum contribution as shown in the figure. We
assume that the cooperating users have high-speed wireless
connections to the shared screen. Therefore, the wireless link
from the clients to the shared screen is not a bottleneck.
In this paper, we consider videos that are encoded using
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [5]. Using SVC, the video is
divided into chunks and each chunk is encoded into ordered
layers, i.e., a Base Layer (BL) with the lowest playable
quality, and multiple Enhancement Layers (E1 , · · · , EN ) that
further improve the chunk quality based on layer i − 1. We
exploit the flexibility of SVC to decide which cooperative user
should download which layer of each chunk. We formulate the
streaming problem and present an efficient offline algorithm
to solve the problem for the case when the bandwidth is
known for the whole period of the video. Then, we propose
a sliding window-based online algorithm for the practical
scenario where the bandwidth can only be predicted for a small
window ahead and has prediction errors.

A. Motivation

B. Related Work

Index Terms—Video Streaming, Scalable Video Coding, Cooperative Video Streaming, non-convex problem

I. I NTRODUCTION

Fig. 1 illustrates a motivating scenario, where a group of
users in a camp site want to watch a video on a single screen.
The camp site does not have any high bandwidth Internet
connection, e.g., broadband. However, users agree to cooperate
The authors are with Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, 47907 USA
e-mail: ({aelgabli,mfelemban,vaneet}@purdue.edu). This work was presented
in part at the IEEE Infocom Workshop, Apr 2018 [1]. This work was supported
in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation under grants CCF-1527486
and CNS-1618335.

Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) Streaming for single user. Commercial systems such as Apple’s HLS [6], Microsoft’s Smooth
Streaming [7], and Adobe’s HDS [8] are different variants of
ABR streaming. In recent research studies, various approaches
for making ABR streaming decisions have been investigated.
For example, using control theory [9], [10], Markov Decision
Process [11], machine learning [12], client buffer information [13], and data-driven techniques [14], [15], [16].
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In a single user video streaming scenario, there are three
different sets of rate adaptation techniques, which can be
classified into: (i) buffer based rate adaptation techniques, in
which the quality decisions of the next few chunks to fetch
is decided based on the current buffer occupancy (e.g., [13]),
(ii) prediction based techniques, in which a prediction method
such as crowd sourcing [17], [18] and harmonic mean [9] is
used to predict the bandwidth of the next few seconds and
decide the quality of the next few chunks to fetch, and (iii)
a combination of buffer and prediction, in which the current
buffer occupancy and the predicted bandwidth are incorporated
in order to decide the quality of the next few chunks [9]. The
third method is shown to outperform the first two methods.
Therefore, in our proposed formulation, we incorporate both
buffer and prediction into our quality decisions.
Adaptive SVC streaming for single user. SVC received
the final approval to be standardized as an amendment of the
H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard in
2007 [5]. The work in [19] has published the first dataset
and toolchain for SVC. Prior work has proposed new rate
adaptation algorithms for SVC that alternate between prefetching future base layers and backfilling current enhancement
layers [20], [21]. The authors of [22] have proposed an
optimization based rate adaptation technique for SVC-encoded
videos in which a QoE metric that maintains tradeoff between
maximizing the quality of each chunk and ensuring fairness
among all chunks for the minimum stall/skip duration is
optimized.
Multi-Path video streaming. For multi-path streaming, in
which a single client is establishing parallel connections with
a server using orthogonal links (e.g., LTE and WiFi), MultiPath TCP (MPTCP [23]) is proposed. However, MPTCP is
not intended to work across users [24], [25]. The authors
of [24] have proposed a heuristic approach for multi-path
rate adaptation in which multiple servers, single client with
two links (LTE and WiFi), and AVC encoded videos are
considered. However, this rate adaptation technique considers
only two paths, and is proposed for ABR based streaming.
Thus, it does not exploit the flexibility of SVC, where a finegrained decision per layer can be obtained. Although the work
in [25] exploits the flexibility of SVC, it is limited to two paths.
Furthermore, the previous work do not account for maximum
contribution limit on one or both paths.
Cooperative video streaming. For multiple users interested in watching the same video, streaming algorithms using
device-to-device (D2D) connections have been studied. In
[26], authors have proposed a P2P-TV system that enables
multiple contributors to download a single rate encoded video.
Every contributor is assigned a chunk to fetch such that all
chunks are retrieved before their deadlines. In [27], authors
have proposed a network coding based cooperative video
streaming for single rate encoded video, where multiple users
can aggregate their bandwidth in a more reliable way and
fetch the video. However, none of these efforts consider SVCencoded videos in which every chunk is available at base
layer and its quality can be further improved by downloading
enhancement layers.
In [28], authors have considered cooperative SVC video

streaming for SVC-encoded videos but with only two layers
for LTE/802.11p Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communications. In
[29], authors have proposed a video assignment strategy based
on the deficit round robin (DRR) for combined SVC and
Multiple Description Coding (MDC) based cooperative video
streaming over vehicular networks. The decision of assigning
layers to users follows a simple round robin strategy and does
not take into account the user’s imposed maximum contribution. The authors of [30] have proposed an SVC cooperative
video streaming for vehicular networks when there is only one
relay node per receiver (two contributor at most). In contrast
to previous work, we do not limit the number of cooperating
users, and we propose an algorithm for SVC-encoded videos
with any number of layers. Furthermore, we assume a maximum contribution per user. We formulate the cooperative video
streaming problem as a non-convex optimization problem and
we develop an efficient and practical algorithm for solving the
propose problem optimally in polynomial time. Our proposed
algorithm makes a fine-grained decision per layer in order
to decide if it can be fetched or not and which user should
fetch that layer. In the next section, we describe our main
contributions.

C. Contributions
This work presents cooperative video streaming system in
which the flexibility of SVC and the user imposed constraints
are considered. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
•

•
•

•

The cooperative video streaming problem is formulated as a
non-convex optimization problem, which has the objective
to optimize a novel QoE metric that maintains a trade-off
between maximizing the playback rate of every chunk (rate
at which the chunk is played at) and ensuring fairness among
all chunks for the minimum re-buffering (stall) duration.
A low-complexity algorithm is presented and performance
guarantees are provided
Window based online algorithm is presented for the more
practical case in which the bandwidth can be predicted
for some time ahead with prediction errors. The online
algorithm re-runs every α seconds and decides the fetching
policy of the next W video chunks. Moreover, the proposed
algorithm considers distributing the decisions such that
proportional fairness in fetching content among users is
achieved without violating the decided quality decisions and
maximum contribution of different users.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated using a real implementation testbed with real SVC-encoded video and bandwidth
traces. The evaluation demonstrates that our approach is
robust to prediction errors, and works well with a short
prediction window. We demonstrate that GiantClient is able
to achieve an average playback rate of 43% and 45.9%
higher than the two proposed baselines, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model. Section III describes the key
aspects of the problem formulation. The proposed algorithm
is described in Section IV. Section V presents the implemen-
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Fig. 2. System Model.

tation setup and evaluation results. Section VI concludes the
paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we describe the components of the system
as illustrated in Fig. 2. We assume that there are U users,
who are cooperating to download an SVC-encoded video of
length T seconds. The video is divided into M chunks (or
segments), where each chunk is of length L seconds. Each
chunk is encoded into a Base Layer (BL) with a rate of
r0 and N Enhancement Layers (E1 , . . . , EN ) with rates of
r1 , · · · , rN , respectively. Moreover, we assume that there is a
single display screen that is connected to the controller. The
controller can be connected to the users using wireless connection. The functionality of the controller includes collecting
and managing the inputs from users, and generating a video
fetching policy. We assume that the controller can be a stand
alone or can be an elected user. The videos are hosted on a
video server that is hosted on the Cloud. We assume that the
only available connection from the users to the video server
is through the cellular network.
Refer to Fig. 2 for a step-by-step process of the cooperative
streaming of a video from the server. First, the controller
collects the input parameters including the window size, the
chunk deadlines, and the predicted bandwidth of each user.
Second, the controller runs the optimizer to generate the fetching policy of the next W chunks. The controller distributes the
generated fetching policy to the users. Accordingly, every user
is assigned different layers of the next W chunks. Third, each
user sends a request to the video server requesting the next
layer of the next chunk according to the assigned fetching
policy. Each user requests the layers of the chunks according
to the following order. If a user is assigned to fetch two layers,
say 0 and 1 of the ith chunk and two layers, say 0 and 1 of the
j th chunk where i < j, then the user first requests layer 0 of
the ith chunk followed by layer 1 of ith chunk. Then, the user
requests layer 0 followed by layer 1 of the j th chunk. Fourth,
the layers are received by the users. In Steps 5 and 6, all layers
are sent to the controller for decoding and consequently the
chunks can be displayed on the screen. The above process is
repeated every α seconds. When a stall occurs, the controller

updates the deadlines of the chunks by shifting the chunks’
deadline by an amount equal to the duration of the stall.
Let Yn = L ∗ rn be the size of the nth layer ∀n =
{0, . . . , N }, and ynu (i, j) be the size the nth layer of the
th
iP
chunk
P that uhas been fetched by user u at time j, i.e.,
U
u=1
j=1T yn (i, j) ≤ Yn . Let Bu (j) be the predicted
bandwidth of the uth user at time slot j. We assume that
the time units are discrete with interval of 1 second. Furthermore, let the startup delay be s seconds and the total
stall duration from the start until the play-time of the ith
be d(i). Therefore, the deadline of the ith is defined by
deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(i). Notice that if the video has
not run into a stall before the playback of the ith chunk, then
the deadline of the ith chunk is equal to (i − 1)L + s. Let the
maximum contribution of the uth user be ηu . In other words,
the uth can cooperate up ηu bytes of the video. A detailed
description of the inputs and outputs is provided below.
Inputs:
1) The window size (W ): indicates the number of future
chunks for which the optimizer needs to generate the fetching
policy. Starting at time i, the optimizer generates the fetching
policy for the chunks whose deadline are in (i, i+W L], taking
into account the contents already fetched or being fetched in
this window.
2) The re-computation step duration (α): represents the frequency at which the optimizer is run in order to re-consider
the previous fetching policy decision and generate the fetching
policy for the next W chunks. Notice that the decisions of the
chunks which the respective deadlines have not been reached
can be overwritten by the new fetching policy decision.
Typically, we set α  W . Thus, the algorithm is re-run very
frequently in order to adjust for potential bandwidth prediction
errors.
3) Maximum buffer size at the controller (Bmax ): represents
the buffer capacity, i.e., the number of chunks that have been
played at the controller. Even if the controller has large buffer
capacity, the video content itself may not be available after
Bmax chunks ahead. We can incorporate this buffer size by
having the window size W ≤ Bmax .
4) Startup delay (s): represents the initial buffering time at the
controller’s buffer in seconds.
5) Chunk deadline: represents the deadline of the ith chunk (in
seconds) assuming that all chunks can be played back without
experiencing stalls after the startup delay. The deadline of
the ith chunk is deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s. The chunk’s
deadline is updated whenever a stall occurs. If the ith chunk
experienced a stall of duration d(i), then the deadline of the
i0th chunk, where i0 ≥ i, is shifted by d(i), i.e., deadline(i0 ) =
(i0 − 1)L + s + d(i).
6) Video encoding information: represents the number of
layers at which the video is encoded, i.e., N + 1, and the
size of each layer Yn , ∀n. Such information is provided by
the video server.
7) Predicted bandwidth: represent the user’s predicted bandwidth (in Mbps) during the current window. We denote Bu (j)
as the predicted bandwidth for user u at time j. There are
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multiple ways to obtain the bandwidth prediction, including crowd sourcing or harmonic mean [17], [18], [9]. Our
proposed algorithm work with any prediction mechanism.
However, we only consider harmonic mean-based prediction,
which computes the harmonic mean of the past β seconds to
predict the bandwidth [24]. Notice that better prediction leads
to better results in general.
8) The maximum contribution per user: represents the maximum number of bytes of the entire video that the user can
download. The controller is required to efficiently use the
maximum contribution per user over the entire duration of
the video. In essence, at each time cα, where c ∈ Z+ ,
the controller decides the maximum contribution of user u
for the current W chunks. Let ηu be the maximum contribution of user u for the entire video duration of T , i.e.,
T = (i − 1)L + s + d(C). Furthermore, let fu,c be the amount
of content fetched by user u before the time cα. Then, the
maximum contribution of user u for the window starting at
cα, denoted as η̃u,c , is given as the following.
η̃u,c =

min(W L + cαL, T )
· ηu − fu,c
T

(1)

Accordingly, the maximum contribution per user is fairly
distributed over time. In other words, users who contribute less
than the assigned maximum contribution in previous windows
are forced to contribute more in the current window. The initial
contribution is set to WTL ηu in the first window for all users.
Notice that the users can adjust their contributions while the
video is being played.
Outputs:
1) The fetching policy: provides the layers assignment of the
next W chunks assigned to the ith user to fetch. The fetching
policy is defined as follows:
 u
In (i) = 1, if nth layer of ith chunk is fetched by user u
Inu (i) = 0, otherwise
(2)
2) the updated deadline of every chunk i, parametrized by the
optimization variable d(C).
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION OF THE O PTIMIZER

be the number of chunks received their nth layer, then the
objective function is given as the following.
!
N
X
λn Ln − µd(C)
n=1

where λ1  λ2  · · ·  λN . Such choice of λ’s implies
that all layers higher than layer a have lower utility than a
chunk at layer a for all a. Thus the use of λ helps in giving
higher priority to fetch more chunks at the nth layer quality
over fetching some at higher quality at the cost of dropping
the quality of other chunks to bellow the nth layer quality.
Moreover, the duration of stalls is a bigger concern than
obtaining chunks at the higher qualities, and thus, µ  λ1 .
In Section II, we have defined the fetching policy
Inu (i), ∀u, i, n. If there are a set of users who can fetch the
nth layer of the ith chunk without violating the deadline and
buffer constraint, the system should assign fetching this layer
to one of them. However, the user that will be assigned this
layer to fetch is the one that maximize the overall objective
described above. Thus, we formulate the problem as follows.
!
N
X
maximize
λn Ln − µd(C)
n=1

subject to
Ln =

C
U X
X

Inu (i), ∀n

(3)

u=1 i=1

Inu (i) · Inu0 (i) = 0, ∀i, n, u 6= u0
U
X

Inu (i) ≤

u=1

U
X

u
In−1
(i), ∀i, n

(4)
(5)

u=1
U
X

I0u (i) = 1, ∀i

(6)

ynu (i, j) = Yn Inu (i), ∀i, n, u

(7)

u=1
T
X
j=1
C X
N
X

ynu (i, j) ≤ Bu (j), ∀u, j

(8)

i=1 n=0

In this section, we describe the problem formulation. Without loss of generality, we describe the problem for the first
window, i.e., chunks from 1 to C, where C = W . The
objectives of the problem (in order) are to (i) minimize the
stall time, (ii) maximize the average playback rate, and (iii)
minimize the layer switching rate among neighboring chunks.
In order to accommodate the above objectives in the specified order, we choose our objective function to be a weighted
sum of the number of chunks received at each of the layers for
the minimum stall duration. The weights are in a decreasing
order with respect to the layer id, i.e., nth layer is weighted
less than the (n−1)th layer. With this objective, we will prefer
the policy that brings more chunks to the nth layer quality over
the one the policy that increases the quality of some chunks
beyond the nth layer quality at the cost of dropping the quality
of other chunks below the nth layer quality. With that, let Ln

C X
N
X

Yn Inu (i) ≤ ηu , ∀u

(9)

i=1 n=0

ynu (i, j) = 0, ∀j > (i − 1)Ls + d(i)

(10)

d(i + 1) ≥ d(i), ∀i

(11)

Inu (i) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n, u, i

(12)

yn (i, j) ≥ 0, ∀i, j, n

(13)

Constraint (3) states that the total number of chunks which nth
layer is fetched is equal to the sum of the decision variables
corresponding to whether nth layer of each chunk is fetched.
Constraint (4) enforces that each layer of a chunk can be
fetched by only one user. Thus, among all users that can fetch
the nth layer of the ith chunk without violating the constraints,
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the user that maximizes the objective is chosen. Constraint (5)
enforces that if (n − 1)th layer of the the ith chunk is not
fetched, then the chunk’s nth layer is not fetched. The reason
is that the nth layer of the chunk can not be decoded unless
the (n − 1)th layer is decoded. Constraint (6) enforces that
the base layer of every chunk must be fetched to avoid base
layer skips. Constraint (7) enforces that each layer of a chunk
is either completely fetched or completely skipped, i.e., no
partial layer is downloaded. Constraints (8) and (9) enforce
the bandwidth and the maximum contribution constraints,
respectively. Constraint (10) enforces the deadline constraint,
i.e., no chunk is fetched after its deadline. Constraint (11)
enforces an accumulated shifting of the deadlines if a stall
occurs. Constraints (12) and (13) impose the non-negativity
constraints on both Inu and yn . Note that we did not include
buffer constraint because we assume that W ≤ Bmax .
IV. G IANT C LIENT A LGORITHM
The optimization problem (3-13) is a discrete non-convex
optimization problem. We propose two algorithms that find
the optimal solution in polynomial time. First, we propose
an offline algorithm, which assumes perfect bandwidth prediction. Then, we extend the offline algorithm to propose an
online sliding-window-based algorithm, where the bandwidth
prediction is assumed erroneous.
A. Offline GiantClient Algorithm
We now describe GiantClient algorithm. The detailed steps
are listed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm processes the layers
sequentially according to their order (Line 4). The first layer to
consider is the base layer where the algorithm initially finds the
cumulative bandwidth of every second j and user u (R(u) (j))
(Line 5). Then, the algorithm determines the minimum stall
time such that all chunks are fetched at least at the base layer
quality since that is the first priority. Therefore, a forward scan
that simulates fetching the base layer of the chunks is performed. The objective of the forward scan is to find the minimum stall duration such that all chunks can be fetched at least
at the base layer quality. We let V0,i be the maximum number
of the base layers thatP
can be fetched before
the deadline of
U
ηu Ru (deadline(i))
,
)c (Line
chunk i, i.e., V0,i =
bmin(
u=1
Y0
Y0
6). Therefore, if V0,i < i at the deadline of any chunk i, the
algorithm increments the deadline of every chunk ≥ i by 1 and
resumes the forward scan (Lines 10-14). The algorithm does
not proceed to the next chunk till the condition of V (i) ≥ i
is satisfied. At the end, the algorithm sets the final deadline
of every chunk i to be: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(C).
Therefore, the base layer forward scan achieves the minimum
stall duration and brings all stalls to the very beginning
since that will offer bandwidth to more chunks and can help
increasing the quality of more chunks.
Let γin (u) be the amount of bandwidth used to fetch the
layer n of chunk i by user u before the deadline of chunk
numbered i − 1. Let ζin (u) be the cost of fetching the layer n
of chunk i by user u as the following.


ζin (u) = γin (u), if Yn can be fetched by user u
ζin (u) = ∞, otherwise

(14)

Algorithm 1 Offline GiantClient Algorithm
1: Input: Y = {Yn ∀n}, L, s, C, ηu , B(u) = {B (u) (j)∀j}, u =

1, · · · , U .
(u)

2: Output: In , u = 1, · · · , U : set containing the indices of the
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

chunks that can have their nth layer fetched by user u.
deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s ∀i
for each layerP
n = 0, · · · , N do
R(u) (j) = jj 0 =1 B (u) (j 0 ),∀j, u
P
ηu Ru (deadline(i))
Vn,i = U
)c, ∀i
u=1 bmin( Yn ,
Yn
if n = 0 then
for i = 1 : C do
If i > 1 then d(i) = d(i − 1),deadline(i) = (i − 1)L +
s + d(i)P
ηu Ru (deadline(i))
Vn,i = U
)c
u=1 bmin( Yn ,
Yn
while (Vn,i < i) do
d(i) = d(i) + 1
deadline(i)
+ s + d(i)
P = (i − 1)L
ηu Ru (deadline(i))
Vn,i = U
)c
u=1 bmin( Yn ,
Yn
end while
end for
deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(C), ∀i , i0 = 1
else
skip(0) = 0
for i = 1 : C do
(1)
if Vn,i < i − skip(i − 1) or (i ∈
/ I(n−1) and,· · · , i ∈
/
(U )

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

I(n−1) ) then
skip(i) = skip(i − 1) + 1
end if
end for
Skip the first skip(C) chunks.
i0 = skip(C) + 1: the index of the first chunk to fetch
end if
for i = i0 : C do
ju = deadline(i), u =∈ {1, · · · , U }
(U )
(1)
if (n = 0 or i ∈ In−1 or · · · , i ∈ In−1 ) then
if(Bu > Yn ) B2u = Bu else B2u = 0
t = deadline(i − 1), ηt,u = ηt
[B2u , ζin (u), ηt,u ]
=
Backward(u, ju , B2u , Yn , t, ηt,u )∀u
u1 = arg min(ζin )
(u )
(u )
In 1 = In 1 ∪ i, B(u1 ) = B2(u1 )
end if
end for
end for

With ζin (u) being defined, we describe the second step of
the algorithm. The algorithm performs backward scan per
chunk starting from the first chunk by calling Algorithm
2 (Line 33). The backward scan simulates fetching chunk
i starting from its deadline by each user. The algorithm
computes the the cost of fetching the base layer of chunk
i by user u, i.e., ζin (u). The user that minimizes the cost is
chosen to fetch the base layer of chunk i. Note that the link
over which the chunk i will be fetched is the one that gives the
maximum amount of total available bandwidth over all links
before the deadline of chunk numbered i − 1. For example,
assume that there are only 2 users, fetching the ith chunk by
user 1 results in using x amount of the bandwidth before the
deadline of i−1th chunk, and fetching the ith chunk by user 2
results in using y amount of the bandwidth before the deadline
of i−1th chunk. Then, the first user will be chosen to fetch the
chunk i if x < y. The objective is to free as much as possible
of early bandwidth since that helps more chunks to fetch their
higher layers because it comes before their deadlines.
Enhancement layer modifications. The algorithm proceeds
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Algorithm 2 Backward Algorithm
1: Input: u, j, B2, Yn , t, ηt,u
2: Output: ζin (u)the cost of fetching layer n of chunk i by user

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

u, B2 is the residual bandwidth after fetching chunk i, ηt,u : the
remaining contribution of user u
Initialization: ζin (u) = 0
while (Yn > 0) do
f etched = min(B2(j), ηt,u , Yn )
B2(j) = B2(j) − f etched, Yn = Yn − f etched,
ηt,u − ηt,u − f etched
if (j ≤ t) then ζin (k) = ζin (u) + f etched
if (B2(j) = 0) then j = j − 1
if j < 1 and Yn > 0 then ζin (u) = ∞, break
end while

in performing forward-backward scan per enhancement layer
in order. The bandwidth is now modified to be the remaining
bandwidth after excluding whatever has been reserved to fetch
lower layers (Line 6 in Algorithm 2). If the nth layer of
cannot be received before the chunk’s deadline, we do not
shift the deadline; instead, we skip fetching the nth layer of
that chunk. i.e.,, this chunk is not a candidate to the nth layer
quality (Lines 19-24). Note that the deadline of each chunk is
computed by running the base layer forward scan. Also note
that the nth layer for a chunk is not considered if its n − 1th
layer was not decided to be fetched (Line 30 in Algorithm 1).
Complexity Analysis. The algorithm sequentially decides
each layer one after the other. For each layer n, the algorithm
first finds r(u) (j) the cumulative bandwidth of every link u
and time slot j, which is linear with respect to every link. The
running complexity of computing r(u) (j) is U · deadline(C).
Then, the algorithm starts from the last chunk, and performs
the backward algorithm on each link at each time. Since the
complexity of backward algorithm is linear in C with respect
to every link, the complexity for a layer is O(U · C 2 ). Thus,
the overall complexity is O(U · N · C 2 ).
We note that given two strategies with the same number
of chunks fetched at each layer from 0 to m − 1, among all
remaining layers (layers m to N ), the one that obtains the
mth layer for more chunks will achieve higher utility. The
following result shows that the proposed algorithm minimizes
the number of skips for a given layer among all the other algorithms the fetch the same quality levels up to the immediate
next lower layer.
Theorem 1. Given the policy decisions up to the (n − 1)th
layer, the remaining bandwidth, and the deadline of every
chunk, the proposed algorithm achieves the minimum number
of nth layer skips (or obtains the maximum number of chunks
at layer n) as compared to any feasible algorithm, which
fetches the same layers of every chunk up to layer n − 1.
Proof. The forward scan for nth layer decides to skip the nth
layer of a chunk i that is a candidate to the (n − 1)th layer
only if the total bandwidth up to a deadline of a chunk j ≥ i
is not enough to fetch all chunks 1 to j. Since the bandwidth
up to the deadline of the j th chunk is not enough to fetch all
chunks 1 to j, any other feasible algorithm, i.e., algorithm that
does not violate the bandwidth constraint, must have a skip for

a chunk i0 ≤ j. Thus, for every nth layer skip of the proposed
algorithm, there must be an nth layer skip or more for any
other feasible algorithm. More precisely, for every layer n, the
proposed algorithm decides to skip the nth layer of a chunk
i in two cases:
th
• The (n − 1)
layer of this chunk is not decided to be
fetched. Thus, any feasible algorithm has to skip the nth
layer of this chunk; otherwise constraint (5) is violated.
• The remaining bandwidth after excluding whatever reserved to fetch layers 1 to n − 1 for all chunks is not
enough to fetch the nth layer of a chunk j ≥ i. Thus,
any feasible algorithm will decide to skip an nth layer
of a chunk i0 < j. Otherwise the bandwidth constraint is
violated
Therefore, for any nth layer skip of the proposed algorithm,
there must be an nth layer skip or more for any feasible
algorithm. Thus, the algorithm achieves the minimum number
of skips and that concludes the proof.
B. Online Adaptations for GiantClient
For the algorithm described in Section IV-A, we assumed a
perfect bandwidth prediction, and unlimited controller buffer
capacity. However, the prediction will not be perfect in practical cases and the client buffer can be limited. In fact, even
if the buffer is unlimited the video content itself may not
be available after few chunks ahead. Therefore, the buffer
constraint is considered to account for both scenarios, i.e.,
limited client buffer and the availability of the future chunks.
In this section, we use an online algorithm that obtains
prediction for each user for a window of size W chunks ahead
starting from the chunk that has the current time plus a margin
of δ seconds as the chunk’s deadline and make decisions
based on the prediction. We introduce δ to avoid the situation
in which we decide to fetch a higher layer of a chunk and
then because of the prediction error, we end up not having
the chunk completely downloaded before the playback of the
chunk (bandwidth wastage) and affecting the quality of the
consequent chunks. We choose δ as a small number between
1 to 3 seconds.
There are multiple ways to obtain the prediction. Our
approach is to use the harmonic mean of the past β seconds
to predict the future bandwidth [24]. The decisions are update
on-the-fly every α seconds. To account for the buffer, we
assume that W is no more than the buffer capacity. The online
GiantClient algorithm, listed in Algorithm 3, re-predicts the
bandwidth every α seconds for the prediction window of W
chunks ahead, calculates the maximum contribution of every
user (equation 1) for the current window, and calls Offline
GiantClient algorithm (Algorithm 1 in Section IV-A) in order
to find the quality decisions of the next W chunks using
the predicted bandwidth (line 9, Algorithm 3). Then, the W
chunks can be fetched according to the algorithm decision.
At the start of the download, every user is assigned a chunk
to fetch at base layer quality since there is no bandwidth
prediction available yet. For example, if there are 2 users,
then initially user one is assigned the odd chunks and user 2
is assigned the even chunks to fetch at base layer quality.
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Algorithm 3 Online GiantClient Algorithm
1: Input: Y = {Yn ∀n}, L, s, U , Bu = {Bu (j)∀j}, u = 1, .., U ,

ηu , α, W , δ, β, t: current time

2: Output: Inu , deadline
3: while (1) do
4:
Every α seconds do:
5:
i0 = find the chunk whose deadline= t+δ
6:
C = i0 + W − 1
7:
predict the bandwidth till to deadline(C)
8:
calculate η˜u : equation 1
9:
Call algorithm 1 for decisions of chunks i0 to C
10:
if α ≥ T then
11:
break
12:
end if
13: end while

However, after α seconds, the optimizer will re-consider
the decisions based on the predicted bandwidth and assign
enhancements layers to both users based on the solution of
the optimization problem for the W chunks starting from the
chunk that has α + δ as its deadline.
V. S YSTEM E VALUATION
In this section, we describe our implementation and evaluation of the proposed system. For the system evaluation, we
use the publicly available SVC-encoded video streaming using
Android phones, and displaying the video to the screen.
A. Evaluation Parameters
TABLE I
SVC ENCODING BITRATES USED IN OUR EVALUATION
playback layer
nominal Cumulative rate (Mbps)

BL
1.45

EL1
2.45

EL2
4.15

EL3
6.32

TABLE II
M AX CONTRIBUTIONS USED IN OUR EVALUATION
User No.
Max Contribution (Mb)

1
672

2
504

3
336

4
168

Implementation Setup. The implemented system consists
of three components: (i) the Video Server, (ii) the Controller,
and (iii) the Clients. Fig. 3 illustrates the system setup. The
functionalities of the video server include hosting the videos
and running the bandwidth shaper. The video server runs on a
Dell Power Edge R420 with a 6-core Intel E5-2620v3 CPU,
120 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu Server 16.0 LTS OS. We use the
publicly available video “Big Buck Bunny” [19]. The video
consists of 299 chunks, i.e., 14315 frames, where each chunk
has a duration of 2 seconds (48 frames) and the frame rate
of this video is 24fps. The video is SVC-encoded into one
base layer and three enhancement layers. Table I gives the
cumulative nominal rates of each layer. The exact rate of every
chunk is different because the video is variable bit-rate (VBR)
encoded. In the table, “BL” and “ELi ” refer to the base layer
and the ith enhancement layer cumulative rate, respectively.
For example, the exact rate of the ith enhancement layer
is equal to ELi -EL(i−1) , with EL0 =BL. The video server
runs a Python-based HTTP Server that serves the requests
of the clients. Each layer in the video is requested using
HTTP GET requests using the layer’s URL [19]. For the
bandwidth shaping, we use Dummynet tool to limit the outgoing bandwidth from the video server according the collected

bandwidth traces [31]. All reported results are based on the
1000 bandwidth traces described below.
The controller contains three components: (i) the Optimizer,
(ii) the Bandwidth Predictor, and (iii) the SVC decoder.
The functionalities of the controller include providing and
orchestrating the communication among users, running the
optimizer, sending the decisions to the clients, receiving back
the downloaded layers from clients, decoding the received
chunks, and playing the video on the display. We note that the
decoding is performed at the controller and not at the clients.
The optimizer and the bandwidth predictor are implemented
in Java. We use the DASH-SVC-Toolchain to decode the
video and stream the videos to the display screen [19]. The
controller can be hosted on any device, e.g., a phone, a
laptop, or a single-board computer, that can provide tethered
or wireless connections to the clients and the display. In our
implementation, we use a MacBook Pro with 2.4 GHz Intel
I5 processor and 8 GB DDR3 RAM as the controller, which
communicates with the clients using an 802.11n WiFi link.
Such link does not incur communication overhead, i.e., latency,
since the clients are within the proximity of the controller.
Elaborate discussion about the bandwidth predictor is provided
below.
On the other hand, the functionalities of the clients include
receiving the fetching policy from the controller, sending the
HTTP GET request for each assigned layer to the Video server,
receiving, and streaming the layers to the controller. The client
application is implemented in Java and deployed as a mobile
phone application. We use four phones as clients, each running
Android 7.0. Each phone has 4G of RAM and 32GB of internal
memory. We assume that the only Internet connection available
to the controller is the cellular networks (LTE/4G/3G) via the
clients.
Bandwidth traces. We use a public dataset consists of
continuous one-second measurement of throughput for cellular
system [17]. The same dataset has been divided into 1000
traces, each of six minutes in length [9]. We randomly assign
250 bandwidth traces to each user. The average throughput
across the traces varies from 0.7 Mbps to 2.7 Mbps, with
a median of 1.6 Mbps. In each trace, the instantaneous
throughput is also highly variable, with the average standard
deviation across traces being 0.9 Mbps. Finally, since the
video length is longer than the provided bandwidth traces, we
consider only the first 175 chunks of the video.
Other parameters used for the experiment. Table II gives
the values of the maximum contribution of the four users in
Mb that are used in the evaluation. We note that the sum of
the maximum contributions is 1680 Mb, which is enough to
fetch all the chunks at the second enhancement layer if the
bandwidth allows, since the expected size of all the chunks
at the second enhancement layer is 4.8 × 2 × 175 = 1680
Mb. The four users have maximum contribution that are 40%,
30%, 20%, and 10% of 1680 Mb. Although the maximum
contribution allows for fetching the data up to the second
enhancement layer, the bandwidth profile will influence the
quality decisions.
We assume a playback buffer of 12 seconds for all the
schemes considered in the evaluation. In other words, the
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Fig. 3. Implementation Setup.

window-size is W = 6 chunks. Moreover, for all online
algorithms, we re-consider the decisions every four seconds,
i.e., α = 4 s and the parameter δ is also assumed to be two
seconds. Finally, the startup delay is set to 5 seconds.
Bandwidth Prediction. Although our algorithm can work
with any bandwidth prediction technique, we consider harmonic mean-based prediction. The harmonic mean of the
throughput achieved in fetching the last five layers (or less,
if smaller number of layers have been fetched so far) by the
ith user is used as a predictor of bandwidth of that user for
the next window of chunks. Since there is no prediction at the
beginning, the first four chunks will be assigned randomly to
the four users at base layer quality, so every one of the users
will be fetching one of the first four chunks.
Comparison Baselines. The proposed online algorithm is
compared with the following two strategies based on round
robin assignment for layers to users. Although we assume
round robin in the algorithms, we still consider maximum
contribution per window to make the comparison fair. A user
whose residual contribution limit in the window is not enough
to fetch the layer will be skipped. We also include the offline
algorithm to show how far/close the compared algorithms
to our offline scheme, which has perfect knowledge of the
bandwidth for the whole period of the video.
Buffer-based Cooperative streaming Approach (BB). BB
adjusts the streaming quality based on the playback buffer occupancy. Specifically, the quality follows the same strategy of
BBA algorithm [13] in making the quality decision. The decision depends on two conditions. First, if the buffer occupancy
is lower (higher) than the lower (higher) threshold, then chunks
are fetched at the lowest (highest) quality. Second, if the buffer
occupancy lies in between the two thresholds, then the bufferrate relationship is determined by lower thresholding the linear
function between these extreme points to the available quality
levels. We use 4s and 10s as the lower and upper thresholds
on the buffer length, respectively.
Once the decision is obtained, the different layers of the
next window of chunks are assigned to users 1, 2, 3 and 4
using round robin strategy. If the maximum contribution of
the current window for any of the users does not allow for

fetching the base layers, then the next users in the round
is chosen. If fetching any layer causes a violation on the
maximum contribution of this window for all users, then that
layer is skipped. The process is repeated every α seconds to
decide the fetching policy of the next W chunks similar to
GiantClient algorithm.
Prediction based Cooperative streaming Approach (PB).
PB uses the harmonic mean to predict the bandwidth for
the next window of chunks. Then, PB computes the sum of
the predicted bandwidths of all users and considers 90% of
the computed value as the predicted bandwidth. The closest
quality level that is less than the value of the predicted
bandwidth is used as the quality decision of all chunks of
this window. The decided layers to be fetched are distributed
in round robin strategy described for the BB algorithm.
TABLE III
S TALL D URATION AND AVERAGE P LAYBACK RATE COMPARISON

Algorithm
Stall in minutes
APBR(Mbps)
Algorithm
Stall in minutes
APBR(Mbps)

Infinite Contribution
BB
PB
GiantClient
58.0
55.0
3.3
5.85
4.0
6.18
Finite Contribution
BB
PB
GiantClient
74.0
57.04
24.0
4.31
3.97
4.51

off-GiantClient
0
6.32
off-GiantClient
0
4.80

B. Evaluation Results
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the
GiantClient algorithm with the baseline algorithms described
in section V-A. We denote offline fetching policy by OffGiantClient. In Off-GiantClient, the bandwidth is predicted
perfectly and thus the decisions of all chunks are calculated
in one run of the optimization problem, i.e., W = M . We also
consider two scenarios: infinite and finite contribution. Infinite
contribution scenario considers that the maximum contribution
is infinite. On the other hand, in the finite contribution scenario, the maximum contributions are constrained as in Table
II.
All results are illustrated in Table III, and Fig. 4. Table III
gives the total stall duration and the average chunk quality
among all videos. Note that 250 videos, each of 175 chunks
correspond to a total of 43750 chunks, which is a total
playback time of 24 hours. First, Off-GientClient shows that
it is possible for the four users with the specified parameters
to fetch all the chunks without running into any stalls, i.e.,
with zero stall time. This is true for both infinite and finite
contribution scenarios. Second, we observe that GiantClient
significantly outperforms BB and PB in terms of avoiding
stalls and fetching chunks at high quality. According to
Table III, GiantClinet runs into about 3 and 24 minutes of
stall time in the infinite and finite scenarios, respectively.
On the other hand, BB and PB run into significantly higher
stall duration as compared to GiantClient. However, achieving
lower stall duration for GiantClient does not come into the cost
of lower playback rate. For example, GiantClient achieves an
average playback rate that is 54% and 12% higher than PB
in infinite and finite contribution scenarios, respectively. The
results demonstrate the adaptivity of the algorithm to different
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Fig. 4. Comparing streaming algorithms for both finite contribution according to Table II and infinite contribution: (a), (b), (c), and (d) are layer distribution,
CDF of stall duration, CDF of Average Playback Rate (ABPR), and CDF of the Layer Switching Rate (LSR) for infinite contribution, and (e), (f), (g), and
(h) are the same for finite contribution

imposed maximum contribution values. In addition, the results
demonstrate that the optimized decisions per chunk’s layer
can significantly improve the performance. The forward and
backward scans of GiantClient algorithm are able to distribute
the layers among users efficiently, thus achieving significantly
higher QoE at low complexity. In conclusion, we observe
that incorporating the chunk deadlines into the optimization
problem and favoring the later chunks are essential to achieve
high QoE. This is a unique feature in GiantClient that allows
it to achieve both low stall duration and high average playback
rate.
Fig. 4-(a,b,c, and d) show the infinite contribution scenario
results, while Fig. 4-(e,f,g, and h) show the results when
the users impose the maximum contribution constraints as
specified in Table II. Fig. 4-(a,e) show the probability mass
function of the number of chunks fetched at the different quality levels. We observe that for infinite contribution, fetching
all chunks at highest quality level, i.e., E3 quality level, is
possible as illustrated by the results of the Off-GiantClient.
On the other hand, GiantClient fetches more than 90% of the
chunks at their highest quality, which is significantly higher
then both BB and PB as illustrated in the figure. In Fig. 4(b), we observe that imposing the maximum contribution
constraints and the combined bandwidth for all users can help,
on average, in fetching chunks at E2 quality level. In particular,
we observe that Off-GiantClient fetches about 80% of the
chunks at E2 quality and the remaining 20% are fetched at
their highest quality. Moreover, Off-GiantClient is still able to
avoid stalls. Because that GiantClient predicts the bandwidth
only for few seconds ahead and might run into prediction
errors, GiantClient fetches more chunks at their highest quality
but at the cost of dropping the quality of later chunks below
E2 and running into more stalls. Nevertheless, GiantClient still
achieves significantly better average quality and lower number
of stalls than both BB and PB.
Fig. 4-(b,f) and Fig. 4-(c,g) describe the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the stall duration and the average
playback rates over the 250 traces for finite and infinite
contribution scenarios, respectively. The key observation from

these two figures is that GiantClient achieves lower stall
duration and higher average playback rate in every single
bandwidth trace.
Finally, Fig. 4-(d) and Fig. 4-(h) plot the distribution of the
layer switching rate (LSR)
PMfor the 250 videos. The LSR of
a video is defined as C1 i=2 |X(i) − X(i − 1)| · 1(Γ(i) 6=
Γ(i − 1)), where M is the number of chunks and Γ(i) is the
highest layer fetched for the ith chunk. Thus, if two neighboring chunks are fetched at the same layer, the LSR is zero even
if their sizes are different. Therefore, we only account for size
differences of jumping from a layer to another. As specified
by the figures, GiantClient also achieves a significantly lower
LSR as compared to BB and PB. We note that the LSR for a
video is lower than 0.6 Mbps with probability 1 for GiantClient
and Off-GiantClient. As expected, GiantClient will have higher
LSR than Off-GiantClient since GiantClient has erroneous
bandwidth prediction, and only makes decision for a smaller
window at every re-computation. In contrast, both baselines
have higher LSR in almost every single bandwidth trace for
both scenarios and the difference is significant in most of the
bandwidth traces as shown in Fig. 4-(d).
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes GiantClient, a cooperative video
streaming system for videos encoded using Scalable Video
Coding where a set of users are interested in watching a
video together on a single screen. An efficient algorithm is
proposed to decide the quality of each chunk, and which
user to fetch each decided layer. The algorithm finds the
decisions that optimizes a QoE metric that maintain a tradeoff
between maximizing the quality of every chunk and ensuring fairness among all video chunks for the minimum rebuffering time. Furthermore, the algorithm is implemented
using Android phones as the clients, a laptop as the controller,
and a workstation as the video server. The implementation
results demonstrate the robustness and performance of the
proposed algorithm, significantly improving the video quality
as compared to the baselines.
Exploring good choice of maximum contribution limit as a
function of the data plans, user preferences, and the available
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energy at the user client is an open problem, and such choice
can be used with the algorithm in this paper to give efficient
video hotspot based streaming approaches.
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